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In this paper, we argue that the ability of a firm to recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate it,
and apply it to commercial ends is criticalto its innovative
capabilities. We label this capability a firm's absorptive
capacity and suggest that it is largely a function of the
firm's level of prior related knowledge. The discussion focuses first on the cognitive basis for an individual's absorptive capacity including, in particular,prior related
knowledge and diversity of background. We then characterize the factors that influence absorptive capacity at the
organizational level, how an organization's absorptive capacity differs from that of its individual members, and the
role of diversity of expertise within an organization. We
argue that the development of absorptive capacity, and, in
turn, innovative performance are history- or path-dependent and argue how lack of investment in an area of expertise early on may foreclose the future development of
a technical capability in that area. We formulate a model
of firm investment in research and development (R&D),in
which R&Dcontributes to a firm's absorptive capacity,
and test predictions relating a firm's investment in R&Dto
the knowledge underlying technical change within an industry. Discussion focuses on the implications of absorptive capacity for the analysis of other related innovative
activities, including basic research, the adoption and diffusion of innovations, and decisions to participate in cooperative R&Dventures.'
INTRODUCTION
Outside sources of knowledge are often criticalto the innovation process, whatever the organizationallevel at which the
innovatingunit is defined. While the example of Japan illustrates the point salientlyat the nationallevel (e.g., Westney
and Sakakibara,1986; Mansfield,1988; Rosenbergand
Steinmueller,1988), it is also true of entire industries,as
pointed out by Brock(1975) in the case of computers and by
Peck (1962) in the case of aluminum.At the organizational
level, Marchand Simon (1958: 188) suggested most innovations result from borrowingratherthan invention.This observation is supportedby extensive researchon the sources of
innovation(e.g., Mueller,1962; Hamberg,1963; Myers and
Marquis,1969; Johnston and Gibbons,1975; von Hippel,
1988). Finally,the importanceto innovativeperformanceof
informationoriginatingfrom other internalunits in the firm,
outside the formalinnovatingunit (i.e., the R&Dlab),such as
marketingand manufacturing,is well understood(e.g., Mansfield, 1968).
The abilityto exploit externalknowledge is thus a critical
component of innovativecapabilities.We argue that the
abilityto evaluate and utilizeoutside knowledge is largelya
functionof the level of priorrelated knowledge. At the most
elemental level, this priorknowledge includes basic skills or
even a shared language but may also include knowledge of
the most recent scientific or technologicaldevelopments in a
given field. Thus, priorrelated knowledge confers an abilityto
recognize the value of new information,assimilate it, and
applyit to commercialends. These abilitiescollectivelyconstitute what we call a firm's "absorptivecapacity."
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At the level of the firm-the innovatingunitthat is the focus
here-absorptive capacityis generated in a varietyof ways.
Research shows that firms that conduct their own R&Dare
better able to use externallyavailableinformation(e.g., Tilton,
1971; Allen, 1977; Mowery, 1983). This impliesthat absorptive capacity may be created as a byproductof a firm's R&D
investment. Otherwork suggests that absorptivecapacity
may also be developed as a byproductof a firm's manufacturingoperations.Abernathy(1978) and Rosenberg(1982)
have noted that throughdirect involvementin manufacturing,
a firmis better able to recognizeand exploitnew information
relevantto a particularproductmarket.Productionexperience
providesthe firmwith the backgroundnecessary both to recognize the value of and implement methods to reorganizeor
automate particularmanufacturingprocesses. Firmsalso invest in absorptivecapacitydirectly,as when they send personnel for advancedtechnicaltraining.The concept of
absorptivecapacitycan best be developed throughan examinationof the cognitive structuresthat underlielearning.
Cognitive Structures
The premise of the notion of absorptivecapacityis that the
organizationneeds priorrelated knowledge to assimilate and
use new knowledge. Studies in the area of cognitiveand behavioralsciences at the individuallevel both justifyand enrich
this observation.Research on memory development suggests
that accumulatedpriorknowledge increases both the ability
to put new knowledge into memory,what we would referto
as the acquisitionof knowledge, and the abilityto recalland
use it. With respect to the acquisitionof knowledge, Bower
and Hilgard(1981: 424) suggested that memorydevelopment
is self-reinforcingin that the more objects, patternsand concepts that are stored in memory, the more readilyis new informationabout these constructs acquiredand the more
facile is the individualin using them in new settings.
Some psychologists suggest that priorknowledge enhances
learningbecause memory-or the storage of knowledge-is
developed by associative learningin which events are recorded into memory by establishinglinkageswith pre-existing
concepts. Thus, Bower and Hilgard(1981) suggested that the
breadthof categories into which priorknowledge is organized,the differentiationof those categories, and the linkages
across them permitindividualsto make sense of and, in turn,
acquirenew knowledge. Inthe context of learninga language, Lindsayand Norman(1977: 517) suggested the
problemin learningwords is not a result of lackof exposure
to them but that "to understandcomplex phrases, much
more is needed than exposure to the words: a large body of
knowledge must first be accumulated.Afterall, a word is
simply a label for a set of structureswithinthe memory
system, so the structures must exist before the word can be
considered learned."Lindsayand Normanfurthersuggested
that knowledge may be nominallyacquiredbut not well utilized subsequently because the individualdid not alreadypossess the appropriatecontextualknowledge necessary to
make the new knowledge fullyintelligible.
The notionthat priorknowledge facilitatesthe learningof new
related knowledge can be extended to includethe case in
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which the knowledge in question may itself be a set of
learningskills. There may be a transferof learningskills
across bodies of knowledge that are organizedand expressed
in similarways. As a consequence, experience or performance on one learningtask may influenceand improveperformanceon some subsequent learningtask (Ellis,1965). This
progressive improvementin the performanceof learning
tasks is a form of knowledge transferthat has been referred
to as "learningto learn"(Ellis,1965; Estes, 1970). Estes
(1970: 16), however, suggested that the term "learningto
learn"is a misnomer in that priorexperience with a learning
task does not necessarily improveperformancebecause an
individualknows how to learn(i.e., form new associations)
better, but that an individualmay simply have accumulated
more priorknowledge so that he or she needs to learnless to
attaina given level of performance.Notwithstandingwhat it
is about priorlearningexperience that may affect subsequent
performance,both explanationsof the relationshipbetween
early learningand subsequent performanceemphasize the
importanceof priorknowledge for learning.
The effect of priorlearningexperience on subsequent
learningtasks can be observed in a varietyof tasks. Forinstance, Ellis(1965: 4) suggested that "students who have
thoroughlymastered the principlesof algebrafind it easier to
grasp advancedwork in mathematicssuch as calculus."Further illustrationis providedby Anderson, Farrell,and Sauers
(1984), who compared students learningLISPas a first programminglanguagewith students learningLISPafter having
learnedPascal.The Pascal students learnedLISPmuch more
effectively, in partbecause they better appreciatedthe semantics of variousprogrammingconcepts.
The literaturealso suggests that problem-solvingskills develop similarly.Inthis case, problem-solvingmethods and
heuristicstypicallyconstitute the priorknowledge that
permits individualsto acquirerelatedproblem-solvingcapabilities. Intheirwork on the development of computerprogramming skills, Pirolliand Anderson (1985) found that almost all
students developed new programsby analogy-to-example
programsand that theirsuccess was determinedby how well
they understoodwhy these examples worked.
We argue that problemsolving and learningcapabilitiesare so
similarthat there is littlereason to differentiatetheir modes of
development, althoughexactly what is learnedmay differ:
learningcapabilitiesinvolvethe development of the capacity
to assimilate existing knowledge, while problem-solvingskills
represent a capacityto create new knowledge. Supporting
the pointthat there is littledifference between the two,
Bradshaw,Langley,and Simon (1983) and Simon (1985) suggested that the sort of necessary preconditionsfor successful
learningthat we have identifieddo not differfrom the preconditionsrequiredfor problemsolving and, in turn,for the
creative process. Moreover,they argued that the processes
themselves do not differ much. The priorpossession of relevant knowledge and skillis what gives rise to creativity,permittingthe sorts of associations and linkagesthat may have
never been considered before. Likewise, Ellis(1965: 35) suggested that Harlow's(1959) findingson the development of
learningsets providea possible explanationfor the behavioral
130/ASQ, March 1990
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phenomenon of "insight"that typicallyrefers to the rapidsolutionof a problem.Thus, the psychology literaturesuggests
that creative capacityand what we call absorptivecapacity
are quite similar.
To develop an effective absorptivecapacity,whether it be for
general knowledge or problem-solvingor learningskills, it is
insufficientmerely to expose an individualbrieflyto the relevant priorknowledge. Intensityof effort is critical.With regard
to storing knowledge in memory, Lindsayand Norman(1977:
355) noted that the more deeply the materialis processedthe more effort used, the more processing makes use of associations between the items to be learnedand knowledge
alreadyin the memory-the better will be the later retrieval
of the item. Similarly,learning-settheory (Harlow,1949, 1959)
implies that importantaspects of learninghow to solve
problemsare builtup over many practicetrialson related
problems. Indeed, Harlow(1959) suggested that if practice
with a particulartype of problemis discontinuedbefore it is
reliablylearned,then littletransferwill occur to the next
series of problems.Therefore,he concludedthat considerable
time and effort should be spent on earlyproblemsbefore
movingon to more complex problems.
Two related ideas are implicitin the notionthat the abilityto
assimilate informationis a functionof the richness of the preexisting knowledge structure:learningis cumulative,and
learningperformanceis greatest when the object of learning
is relatedto what is alreadyknown.As a result, learningis
more difficultin novel domains, and, more generally,an individual'sexpertise-what he or she knows well-will change
only incrementally.The above discussion also suggests that
diversityof knowledge plays an importantrole. Ina setting in
which there is uncertaintyabout the knowledge domains
from which potentiallyuseful informationmay emerge, a diverse backgroundprovidesa more robust basis for learning
because it increases the prospect that incominginformation
will relate to what is alreadyknown. In additionto strengthening assimilativepowers, knowledge diversityalso facilitates
the innovativeprocess by enablingthe individualto make
novel associations and linkages.
From Individualto OrganizationalAbsorptive Capacity
An organization'sabsorptivecapacitywill depend on the absorptive capacities of its individualmembers. To this extent,
the development of an organization'sabsorptivecapacitywill
buildon priorinvestment in the development of its constituent, individualabsorptivecapacities, and, like individuals'absorptive capacities, organizationalabsorptivecapacitywill
tend to develop cumulatively.A firm's absorptivecapacityis
not, however, simplythe sum of the absorptivecapacities of
its employees, and it is therefore useful to considerwhat
aspects of absorptivecapacityare distinctlyorganizational.
Absorptivecapacityrefers not only to the acquisitionor assimilationof informationby an organizationbut also to the organization'sabilityto exploit it. Therefore,an organization's
absorptivecapacitydoes not simply depend on the organization's direct interfacewith the externalenvironment.It also
depends on transfersof knowledge across and within subunits that may be quite removed from the originalpoint of
131/ASQ, March 1990
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entry.Thus, to understandthe sources of a firm'sabsorptive
capacity,we focus on the structureof communicationbetween the externalenvironmentand the organization,as well
as among the subunits of the organization,and also on the
characterand distributionof expertise withinthe organization.
Communicationsystems may rely on specializedactors to
transferinformationfrom the environmentor may involveless
structuredpatterns.The problemof designing communication
structurescannot be disentangledfrom the distributionof expertise in the organization.The firm'sabsorptivecapacitydepends on the individualswho stand at the interfaceof either
the firm and the externalenvironmentor at the interfacebetween subunits within the firm.Thatinterfacefunctionmay
be diffused across individualsor be quite centralized.When
the expertise of most individualswithinthe organization
differs considerablyfrom that of externalactors who can provide useful information,some members of the groupare
likelyto assume relativelycentralized"gatekeeping"or
roles (Allen,1977; Tushman,1977). For
"boundary-spanning"
technicalinformationthat is difficultfor internalstaff to assimilate, a gatekeeper both monitorsthe environmentand
translatesthe technicalinformationinto a form understandable to the research group. In contrast, if externalinformation
is closely relatedto ongoing activity,then externalinformation
is readilyassimilatedand gatekeepers or boundary-spanners
are not so necessary for translatinginformation.Even in this
setting, however, gatekeepers may emerge to the extent that
such role specializationrelieves others from havingto monitor
the environment.
A difficultymay emerge underconditionsof rapidand uncertain technicalchange, however, when this interfacefunction
is centralized.When informationflows are somewhat random
and it is not clear where in the firmor subunita piece of outside knowledge is best applied,a centralizedgatekeeper may
not providean effective linkto the environment.Undersuch
circumstances,it is best for the organizationto expose a fairly
broad range of prospective "receptors"to the environment.
Such an organizationwould exhibitthe organicstructureof
Burnsand Stalker(1961: 6), which is more adaptable"when
problemsand requirementsfor action arise which cannot be
brokendown and distributedamong specialist roles within a
clearlydefined hierarchy."
Even when a gatekeeper is important,his or her individual
absorptivecapacitydoes not constitute the absorptivecapacityof his or her unitwithinthe firm.The ease or difficulty
of the internalcommunicationprocess and, in turn,the level
of organizationalabsorptivecapacityare not only a functionof
the gatekeeper's capabilitiesbut also of the expertise of
those individualsto whom the gatekeeper is transmittingthe
information.Therefore,relyingon a small set of technological
gatekeepers may not be sufficient; the groupas a whole
must have some level of relevantbackgroundknowledge, and
when knowledge structuresare highlydifferentiated,the requisite level of backgroundmay be ratherhigh.
The backgroundknowledge requiredby the groupas a whole
for effective communicationwith the gatekeeper highlights
the more general point that shared knowledge and expertise
132/ASQ, March 1990
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is essential for communication.At the most basic level, the
relevantknowledge that permits effective communication
both within and across subunits consists of shared language
and symbols (Dearbornand Simon, 1958; Katzand Kahn,
1966; Allen and Cohen, 1969; Tushman,1978; Zenger and
Lawrence, 1989). With regardto the absorptivecapacityof
the firmas a whole, there may, however, be a trade-offin the
efficiency of internalcommunicationagainst the abilityof the
subunitto assimilate and exploitinformationoriginatingfrom
other subunits or the environment.This can be seen as a
trade-offbetween inward-looking
versus outward-lookingabsorptive capacities. While both of these components are necessary for effective organizationallearning,excessive
dominanceby one or the other will be dysfunctional.If all
actors in the organizationshare the same specialized language, they will be effective in communicatingwith one another, but they may not be able to tap into diverse external
knowledge sources. Inthe limit,an internallanguage,coding
scheme, or, more generally,any particularbody of expertise
could become sufficientlyoverlappingand specializedthat it
impedes the incorporationof outside knowledge and results
in the pathologyof the not-invented-here(NIH)syndrome.
This may explainKatzand Allen's (1982) findingsthat the
level of externalcommunicationand communicationwith
other projectgroups declines with project-grouptenure.
This trade-offbetween outward-and inward-lookingcomponents of absorptivecapacityfocuses our attentionon how the
relationshipbetween knowledge sharingand knowledge diversity across individualsaffects the development of organizationalabsorptivecapacity.While some overlapof
knowledge across individualsis necessary for internalcommunication,there are benefits to diversityof knowledge
structuresacross individualsthat parallelthe benefits to diversity of knowledge within individuals.As Simon (1985)
pointed out, diverse knowledge structures coexisting in the
same mind elicit the sort of learningand problemsolving that
yields innovation.Assuming a sufficient level of knowledge
overlapto ensure effective communication,interactions
across individualswho each possess diverse and different
knowledge structureswill augment the organization'scapacityfor makingnovel linkagesand associations-innovating-beyond what any one individualcan achieve.
Utterback(1971), summarizingresearch on task performance
and innovation,noted.thatdiversityin the work setting "stimulates the generationof new ideas." Thus, as with Nelson
and Winter's(1982) view of organizationalcapabilities,an organization'sabsorptivecapacityis not resident in any single
individualbut depends on the linksacross a mosaic of individualcapabilities.
Beyond diverse knowledge structures,the sort of knowledge
that individualsshould possess to enhance organizationalabsorptive capacityis also important.Criticalknowledge does
not simply includesubstantive, technical knowledge; it also
includes awareness of where useful complementaryexpertise resides within and outside the organization.This sort of
knowledge can be knowledge of who knows what, who can
help with what problem,or who can exploit new information.
With regardto external relationships,von Hippel(1988) has
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shown the importancefor innovationof close relationships
with both buyers and suppliers.To the extent that an organization develops a broadand active networkof internaland
externalrelationships,individuals'awareness of others' capabilitiesand knowledge will be strengthened.As a result, individualabsorptivecapacities are leveragedall the more, and
the organization'sabsorptivecapacityis strengthened.
The observationthat the ideal knowledge structurefor an organizationalsubunitshould reflect only partiallyoverlapping
knowledge complemented by nonoverlappingdiverse knowledge suggests an organizationaltrade-offbetween diversity
and commonalityof knowledge across individuals.While
common knowledge improvescommunication,commonality
should not be carriedso far that diversityacross individualsis
substantiallydiminished.Likewise,divisionof laborpromoting gains from specializationshould not be pushed so far
that communicationis undermined.The difficultiesposed by
excessive specializationsuggest some liabilitiesof pursuing
productionefficiencies via learningby doing underconditions
of rapidtechnical change in which absorptivecapacityis important.In learningby doing, the firmbecomes more practiced and hence more capable at activitiesin which it is
alreadyengaged. Learningby doing does not contributeto the
diversitythat is criticalto learningabout or creatingsomething
that is relativelynew. Moreover,the notionof "remembering
by doing"(Nelson and Winter,1982) suggests that the focus
on one class of activityentailed by learningby doing may effectively diminishthe diversityof backgroundthat an individualor organizationmay have at one time possessed and,
consequently, undercutorganizationalabsorptivecapacityand
innovativeperformance.
It has become generallyaccepted that complementaryfunctions withinthe organizationought to be tightlyintermeshed,
recognizingthat some amount of redundancyin expertise
may be desirableto create what can be called cross-function
absorptivecapacities. Cross-functioninterfacesthat affect organizationalabsorptivecapacityand innovativeperformance
include,for example, the relationshipsbetween corporateand
divisionalR&Dlabs or, more generally,the relationships
among the R&D,design, manufacturing,and marketingfunctions (e.g., Mansfield,1968: 86-88). Close linkagesbetween
design and manufacturingare often credited for the relative
success of Japanese firms in moving productsrapidlyfrom
the design stage throughdevelopment and manufacturing
(Westney and Sakakibara,1986). Clarkand Fujimoto(1987)
argued that overlappingproductdevelopment cycles facilitate
communicationand coordinationacross organizationalsubunits. They found that the speed of productdevelopment is
stronglyinfluencedby the linksbetween problem-solving
cycles and that successful linkingrequires"directpersonal
contacts across functions, liaisonroles at each unit, crossfunctionaltask forces, cross-functionalprojectteams, and a
system of 'productmanageras integrator'" (Clarkand Fujimoto, 1987: 24). In contrast,a process in which one unit
simply hands off the design to anotherunit is likelyto suffer
greater difficulties.
Some management practicesalso appearto reflect the belief
that an excessive degree of overlapin functions may reduce
134/ASQ, March 1990
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the firm's absorptivecapacityand that diversityof backgrounds is useful. The Japanese practiceof rotatingtheir
R&Dpersonnel throughmarketingand manufacturingoperations, for example, while creatingknowledge overlap,also
enhances the diversityof backgroundof their personnel.
Often involvingthe assignment of technicalpersonnelto
other functions for several years, this practicealso suggests
that some intensityof experience in each of the complementary knowledge domains is necessary to put an effective absorptive capacityin place; breadthof knowledge cannot be
superficialto be effective.
The discussion thus far has focused on internalmechanisms
that influence the organization'sabsorptivecapacity.A question remains as to whether absorptivecapacityneeds to be
internallydeveloped or to what extent a firm may simply buy
it via, for example, hiringnew personnel,contractingfor consulting services, or even throughcorporateacquisitions.We
suggest that the effectiveness of such options is somewhat
limitedwhen the absorptivecapacityin question is to be integratedwith the firm'sother activities.A criticalcomponent of
the requisiteabsorptivecapacityfor certaintypes of information, such as those associated with productand process innovation,is often firm-specificand therefore cannot be
bought and quicklyintegratedinto the firm.This is reflected in
Lee and Allen's (1982) findingsthat considerabletime lags are
associated with the integrationof new technicalstaff, particularlythose concerned with process and productdevelopment. To integratecertainclasses of complex and
sophisticated technologicalknowledge successfully into the
firm's activities,the firm requiresan existing internalstaff of
technologists and scientists who are both competent in their
fields and are familiarwith the firm's idiosyncraticneeds, organizationalprocedures,routines,complementarycapabilities,
and extramuralrelationships.As impliedby the discussion
above, such diversityof knowledge structures must coexist
to some degree in the same minds. Moreover,as Nelson and
Winter's(1982) analysis suggests, much of the detailed
knowledge of organizationalroutinesand objectives that
permita firmand its R&Dlabs to function is tacit. As a consequence, such criticalcomplementaryknowledge is acquired
only throughexperience withinthe firm. Illustratingour general argument,Vyssotsky (1977), justifyingthe placement of
Bell LabswithinAT&T,argued: "Forresearch and development to yield effective results for Bell System, it has to be
done by ... creativepeople who understandas much as they
possibly can about the technicalstate of the art, and about
Bell System and what System's problemsare. The R&D
people must be free to thinkup new approaches,and they
must also be closely coupled to the problemsand challenges
where innovationis needed. This combination,if one is lucky,
will result in insights which help the Bell System. That'swhy
we have Bell Labs in Bell System, instead of havingall our
R&Ddone by outside organizations."
Path Dependence and Absorptive Capacity
Ourdiscussion of the characterof absorptivecapacityand its
role in assimilatingand exploitingknowledge suggests a
simple generalizationthat applies at both the individualand
organizationallevels: priorknowledge permitsthe assimilation
l135/ASQ,March 1990
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A similarresultemerges frommodels of
adaptivelearning.Levittand March(1988:
322) noted that "a competencytrapcan
occurwhen favorableperformancewith
an inferiorprocedureleads an organization
to accumulatemore experiencewith it,
thus keepingexperiencewith a superior
procedureinadequateto make it rewardingto use."

and exploitation of new knowledge. Some portion of that prior
knowledge should be very closely related to the new knowledge to facilitate assimilation, and some fraction of that
knowledge must be fairly diverse, although still related, to
permit effective, creative utilization of the new knowledge.
This simple notion that prior knowledge underlies absorptive
capacity has important implications for the development of
absorptive capacity over time and, in turn, the innovative performance of organizations. The basic role of prior knowledge
suggests two features of absorptive capacity that will affect
innovative performance in an evolving, uncertain environment
(Cohen and Levinthal, 1989b). Accumulating absorptive capacity in one period will permit its more efficient accumulation in the next. By having already developed some absorptive
capacity in a particulararea, a firm may more readily accumulate what additional knowledge it needs in the subsequent
periods in order to exploit any critical external knowledge that
may become available. Second, the possession of related expertise will permit the firm to better understand and therefore
evaluate the import of intermediate technological advances
that provide signals as to the eventual merit of a new technological development. Thus, in an uncertain environment, absorptive capacity affects expectation formation, permitting the
firm to predict more accurately the nature and commercial
potential of technological advances. These revised expectations, in turn, condition the incentive to invest in absorptive
capacity subsequently. These two features of absorptive caand its effect on expectation formapacity-cumulativeness
tion-imply that its development is domain-specific and is
path- or history-dependent.
The cumulativeness of absorptive capacity and its effect on
expectation formation suggest an extreme case of path dependence in which once a firm ceases investing in its absorptive capacity in a quickly moving field, it may never
assimilate and exploit new information in that field, regardless
of the value of that information. There are two reasons for the
emergence of this condition, which we term "lockout"
(Cohen and Levinthal, 1989b). First, if the firm does not develop its absorptive capacity in some initial period, then its
beliefs about the technological opportunities present in a
given field will tend not to change over time because the firm
may not be aware of the significance of signals that would
otherwise revise its expectations. As a result, the firm does
not invest in absorptive capacity and, when new opportunities
subsequently emerge, the firm may not appreciate them.
Compounding this effect, to the extent that prior knowledge
facilitates the subsequent development of absorptive capacity, the lack of early investment in absorptive capacity
makes it more costly to develop a given level of it in a subsequent period. Consequently, a low initial investment in absorptive capacity diminishes the attractiveness of investing in
subsequent periods even if the firm becomes aware of technological opportunities.1 This possibility of firms being
"locked-out" of subsequent technological developments has
recently become a matter of concern with respect to industrial policy. For instance, Reich (1987: 64) declaims Monsanto's exit from "float-zone" silicon manufacturing because
he believes that the decision may be an irreversible exit from
a technology, in that ". . . each new generation of technology
136/ASQ, March 1990
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builds on that which came before, once off the technological
escalator it's difficult to get back on."
Thus, the cumulative quality of absorptive capacity and its role
in conditioning the updating of expectations are forces that
tend to confine firms to operating in a particulartechnological
domain. If firms do not invest in developing absorptive capacity in a particulararea of expertise early on, it may not be
in their interest to develop that capacity subsequently, even
after major advances in the field. Thus, the pattern of inertia
that Nelson and Winter (1982) highlighted as a central feature
of firm behavior may emerge as an implication of rational behavior in a model in which absorptive capacity is cumulative
and contributes to expectation formation. The not-inventedhere syndrome, in which firms resist accepting innovative
ideas from the environment, may also at times reflect what
we call lockout. Such ideas may be too distant from the firm's
existing knowledge base-its absorptive capacity-to be either appreciated or accessed. In this particularsetting, NIH
may be pathological behavior only in retrospect. The firm
need not have acted irrationallyin the development of the capabilities that yields the NIH syndrome as its apparent outcome.
A form of self-reinforcing behavior similar to lockout may also
result from the influence of absorptive capacity on organizations' goals or aspiration levels. This argument builds on the
behavioral view of organizational innovation that has been
molded in large part by the work of March and Simon (1958).
In March and Simon's framework, innovative activity is instigated due to a failure to reach some aspiration level. Departing from their model, we suggest that a firm's aspiration
level in a technologically progressive environment is not
simply determined by past performance or the performance
of reference organizations. It also depends on the firm's absorptive capacity. The greater the organization's expertise and
associated absorptive capacity, the more sensitive it is likely
to be to emerging technological opportunities and the more
likely its aspiration level will be defined in terms of the opportunities present in the technical environment rather than
strictly in terms of performance measures. Thus, organizations with higher levels of absorptive capacity will tend to be
more proactive, exploiting opportunities present in the environment, independent of current performance. Alternatively,
organizations that have a modest absorptive capacity will tend
to be reactive, searching for new alternatives in response to
failure on some performance criterion that is not defined in
terms of technical change per se (e.g., profitability, market
share, etc.).
A systematic and enduring neglect of technical opportunities
may result from the effect of absorptive capacity on the organization's aspiration level when innovative activity (e.g., R&D)
contributes to absorptive capacity, which is often the case in
technologically progressive environments. The reason is that
the firm's aspiration level then depends on the very innovative activity that is triggered by a failure to meet the aspiration
level itself. If the firm engages in little innovative activity, and
is therefore relatively insensitive to the opportunities in the

externalenvironment,it will have a low aspirationlevel with
regardto the exploitationof new technology, which in turn
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implies that it will continue to devote little effort to innovation.
This creates a self-reinforcing cycle. Likewise, if an organization has a high aspiration level, influenced by externally generated technical opportunities, it will conduct more innovative
activity and thereby increase its awareness of outside opportunities. Consequently, its aspiration level will remain high.
This argument implies that reactive and proactive modes of
firm behavior should remain rather stable over time. Thus,
some organizations (like Hewlett-Packard and Sony) have the
requisite technical knowledge to respond proactively to the
opportunities present in the environment. These firms do not
wait for failure on some performance dimension but aggressively seek out new opportunities to exploit and develop their
technological capabilities.2
The concept of dynamically self-reinforcing behavior that may
lead to the neglect of new technological developments provides some insight into the difficulties firms face when the
technological basis of an industry changes-what
Schumpeter (1942) called "the process of creative destruction." For
instance, the change from electromechanical devices to electronic ones in the calculator industry resulted in the exit of a
number of firms and a radical change in the market structure
(Majumdar, 1982). This is an example of what Tushman and
Anderson (1986) termed competence-destroying technical
change. A firm without a prior technological base in a particular field may not be able to acquire one readily if absorptive
capacity is cumulative. In addition, a firm may be blind to new
developments in fields in which it is not investing if its updating capability is low. Accordingly, our argument implies
that firms may not realize that they should be developing their
absorptive capacity due to an irony associated with its valuation: the firm needs to have some absorptive capacity already
to value it appropriately.
Absorptive Capacity and R&D Investment

2

Thisargumentthat such reactiveand
proactivebehaviormay coexist in an industryover the long runassumes that
there is slackin the selection environment
and that technologicallyprogressivebehavioris not essential to survival.One can,
alternatively,identifya numberof industries, such as semiconductors,in which it
appearsthat onlyfirmsthat aggressively
exploittechnicalopportunitiessurvive.
3

We referreadersinterestedin the details
of the theoreticalandsubsequentempiricalanalysisand resultsto Cohenand Levinthal(1989a),fromwhichthe following
discussionis drawn.

The prior discussion does not address the question of
whether we can empirically evaluate the importance of absorptive capacity for innovation. There is a key insight that
permits empirical tests of the implications of absorptive capacity for innovative activity. Since technical change within an
industry-typically incremental in character (Rosenberg and
Steinmueller, 1988)-is often closely related to a firm's ongoing R&D activity, a firm's ability to exploit external knowledge is often generated as a byproduct of its R&D. We may
therefore consider a firm's R&D as satisfying two functions:
we assume that R&D not only generates new knowledge but
also contributes to the firm's absorptive capacity.3 If absorptive capacity is important, and R&D contributes to it, then
whatever conditions the firm's incentives to learn (i.e., to
build absorptive capacity) should also influence R&D
spending. We may therefore consider the responsiveness of
R&D activity to learning incentives as an indication of the empirical importance of absorptive capacity. The empirical challenge then is to understand the impact of the characteristics
of the learning environment on R&D spending.
We construct a simple static model of firm R&D intensity,
which is defined as R&D divided by sales. Normalization of
R&D by firm sales controls for the effect of firm size, which
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affects the return per unit of R&D effort. This model is developed in the broader context of what applied economists have
come to believe to be the three classes of industry-level determinants of R&D intensity: demand, appropriability,and
technological opportunity conditions (Cohen and Levin, 1989).
Demand is often characterized by the level of sales and the
price elasticity of demand. The latter indicates the degree to
which a firm's revenue will increase due to a reduction in
price. For example, in the case of a process innovation that
reduces the cost of production and, in turn, the product price,
the price elasticity of demand reflects the associated change
in total revenue that influences the economic return to innovative effort. Appropriabilityconditions refer to the degree to
which firms capture the profits associated with their innovative activity and are often considered to reflect the degree to
which valuable knowledge spills out into the public domain.
The emphasis here is on valuable knowledge, because if a
competitor's knowledge spills out but the competitor has already exploited a first-mover advantage in the marketplace,
this knowledge is no longer valuable to the firm and does not
constitute a spillover by our definition. The level of spillovers,
in turn, depends on the strength of patents within an industry,
the efficacy of secrecy, and/or first-mover advantages. Technological opportunity represents how costly it is for the firm
to achieve some normalized unit of technical advance in a
given industry. As typically conceived, there are two dimensions of technological opportunity (Cohen and Levin, 1989).
The first, incorporated in our model, refers simply to the
quantity of extraindustry technological knowledge, such as
that originating from government or university labs, that effectively complements and therefore leverages the firm's
own knowledge output. The second dimension of technological opportunity is the degree to which a unit of new knowledge improves the technological performance of the firm's
manufacturing processes or products and, in turn, the firm's
profits. For example, given the vitality of the underlying
science and technology, an advance in knowledge promises
to yield much larger product-performance payoffs in the
semiconductor industry than in steel.4
The basic model of how absorptive capacity affects the determination of R&D expenditures is represented diagramatically in Figure 1. We postulate that learning incentives will
have a direct effect on R&D spending. We also suggest that
where the effect of other determinants, such as technological
opportunity and appropriability,depend on the firm's or rivals'
assimilation of knowledge, absorptive capacity-and therefore learning incentives-will mediate those effects. Finally,
we suggest that the effect of appropriabilityconditions (i.e.,
spillovers) will be conditioned by competitor interdependence.
In this context, we define interdependence as the extent to
which a rival's technical advances diminish the firm's profits.
4

Thissecond dimensionis incorporatedin
the model developedin Cohenand Levinthal(1989a).We do not incorporatethis
second dimensionin the presentmodel
because all the qualitativetheoreticaland
empiricalresultsassociatedwith this
second dimensionof technologicalopportunityare the same as those associated
with the firstconsideredhere.

There are two factors that will affect a firm's incentives to
learn, and, therefore, its incentives to invest in absorptive capacity via its R&D expenditures. First, there is the quantity of
knowledge to be assimilated and exploited: the more there is,
the greater the incentive. Second, there is the difficulty (or,
conversely, the ease) of learning. Some types of information

are more difficultto assimilate and use than others. We inter139/ASQ, March 1990
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Figure 1. Model of absorptive capacity and R&Dincentives.
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pret this to mean that per unit of knowledge, the cost of its
absorption may vary depending on the characteristics of that
knowledge. As learning is more difficult, more prior knowledge has to have been accumulated via R&Dfor effective
learning to occur. As a result, this is a more costly learning
environment. In such a setting, R&D is more important to
building absorptive capacity and the more R&Deffort the firm
will need to have expended to achieve some level of absorptive capacity. Thus, for a given level of a firm's own R&D, the
level of absorptive capacity is diminished in environments in
which it is more difficult to learn. In addition, we are suggesting that a more difficult learning environment increases
the marginal effect of R&D on absorptive capacity. In contrast, in environments in which learning is less demanding, a
firm's own R&D has little impact on its absorptive capacity. In
the extreme case in which external knowledge can be assimilated without any specialized expertise, a firm's own R&D
would have no effect on its absorptive capacity.
We have argued that the ease of learning is in turn determined by the characteristics of the underlying scientific and
technological knowledge. Although it is difficult to specify a
prioriall the relevant characteristics of knowledge affecting
the ease of learning, they would include the complexity of the
knowledge to be assimilated and the degree to which the
outside knowledge is targeted to the needs and concerns of
the firm. When outside knowledge is less targeted to the
firm's particular needs and concerns, a firm's own R&D becomes more important in permitting it to recognize the value
of the knowledge, assimilate, and exploit it. Sources that produce less targeted knowledge would include university labs
involved in basic research, while more targeted knowledge
may be generated by contract research labs, or input suppliers. In addition, the degree to which a field is cumulative, or
the field's pace of advance, should also affect how critical
R&D is to the development of absorptive capacity. The more
that findings in a field build on prior findings, the more necessary is an understanding of prior research to the assimilation
of subsequent findings. The pace of advance of a field affects
the importance of R&D to developing absorptive capacity be-

cause the faster the pace of knowledge generation,the larger
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the staff required to keep abreast of new developments. Finally, following Nelson and Winter (1982), the less explicit and
codified the relevant knowledge, the more difficult it is to assimilate.
To structure the analysis, we assumed that firms purposefully
invest in R&D to generate profit and take into account R&D's
dual role in both directly generating new knowledge and contributing to absorptive capacity. Knowledge is assumed to be
useful to the firm in that increments to a firm's own knowledge increase the firm's profits while increments to rivals'
knowledge diminish them. We posit a simple model of the
generation of a firm's technological knowledge that takes into
account the major sources of technological knowledge utilized by a firm: the firm's own R&D knowledge that originates
with its competitors' R&D, spillovers, and that which originates outside the industry. Figure 2 provides a stylized representation of this model in which, first, the firm generates
new knowledge directly through its own R&D, and second,
extramural knowledge, drawn from competitors as well as
extraindustry sources such as government and university
labs, also contribute to the firm's knowledge. A central feature of the model is that the firm's absorptive capacity determines the extent to which this extramural knowledge is
utilized, and this absorptive capacity itself depends on the
firm's own R&D. Because of this mediating function, absorptive capacity influences the effects of appropriabilityand
technological opportunity conditions on R&D spending. Thus,
the effects of appropriabilityand technological opportunity are
not independent of R&D itself.
Figure 2. Model of sources of a firm's technical knowledge.
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A key assumption in the -model is that exploitation of competitors' research findings is realized through the interaction
of the firm's absorptive capacity with competitors' spillovers.
This interaction signifies that a firm is unable to assimilate
externally available knowledge passively. Rather, to utilize the
accessible R&D output of its competitors, the firm invests in
its absorptive capacity by conducting R&D. Figure 2 also illustrates that, like its assimilation of competitors' R&Doutput, a
firm's assimilation of extraindustry knowledge-the
dimension of technological opportunity considered here-is constrained by its absorptive capacity. According to our model,
therefore, the factors that affect learning incentives (i.e., the
ease of learning and the quantity of available knowledge) influence the effects of appropriabilityand technological opportunity conditions on R&D.
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Direct effect of ease of learning. As shown formally in
Cohen and Levinthal (1989a), this model implies that as the
ease of learning diminishes, learning becomes more dependent on a firm's own R&D, and R&D spending increases because of two effects. First, the marginal impact of R&D on
absorptive capacity is greater in more difficult learning environments. As the learning environment becomes more difficult, however, there is a second, more subtle effect. Since,
ceteris paribus, a more difficult learning environment lowers
firms' absorptive capacities, R&D activity becomes more of a
private good in the sense that competitors are now less able
to tap into the firm's R&D findings that spill out.
Technological opportunity. We predict that an increase in
technological opportunity-the amount of available relevant
external technical knowledge-will elicit more R&D in more
difficult learning environments. Greater technological opportunity signifies greater amounts of external information,
which increase the firm's incentive to build absorptive capacity, and a more challenging learning environment increases the level of R&D necessary to build absorptive
capacity.
Appropriability. We predict that spillovers will provide, in
part, a positive incentive to conduct R&D due to the interaction of spillovers with an endogenous absorptive capacity.
Traditionally,spillovers have been considered only a deterrent
to R&D activity (e.g., Nelson, 1959; Arrow, 1962; Spence,
1984). In the standard view, a firm's incentive to invest in
R&D is diminished to the extent that any findings from such
activities are exploited by competitors and thereby diminish
the innovator's own profits. In our framework, however, this
negative appropriabilityincentive associated with spillovers is
counterbalanced by a positive absorptive-capacity-building incentive. The more of its competitors' spillovers there are out
there, the more incentive the firm has to invest in its own
R&D, which permits it to exploit those spillovers.
We have shown elsewhere (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989a) that
when this absorption incentive is large, as when learning is
difficult, spillovers may actually encourage R&D. The relative
magnitude of the absorption incentive is greater when firms
within an industry are less interdependent in the sense that
rivals' technical advances have less of an effect on the firm's
own profits. With less interdependence, the degree to which
rivals gain from the firm's R&D spillovers at the firm's expense diminishes relative to the benefit of being able to exploit the rivals' spillovers. Either a more competitive market
structure or a higher price elasticity of demand for the firm's
product can diminish interdependence in an industry.
METHODS
Data and Measures
To test the predictions of our framework for R&D activity, we
used cross-sectional survey data on technological opportunity
and appropriabilityconditions in the American manufacturing
sector collected from R&D lab managers by Levin et al. (1983,
1987), and the Federal Trade Commission's Line of Business
Program data on business unit sales, transfers, and R&D expenditures. The dependent variable, R&D intensity, was de142/ASQ,March 1990
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fined as company-financed business-unit research and
development expenditures, expressed as a percentage of
business unit sales and transfers over the period 1975
through 1977. The data on interindustry differences in technological opportunity and appropriabilityare industry (line of
business) mean scores computed as an average over all respondents within a given industry. The sample consists of
1,719 business units representing 318 firms in 151 lines of
business.
The data pose two estimation issues. First, some 24 percent
of the firms performed no R&D in at least one year. If the independent variables reflect both the probabilityof conducting
R&D, as well as the amount of R&D spending, then a Tobit
analysis would be appropriate. Alternatively, a firm may require some initial level of absorptive capacity before it is influenced by the characteristics of the learning environment. In
this case, the variables reflecting the ease of learning only affect the amount of R&D conducted by firms engaging in
R&D activity and not the probability of engaging in R&D activity. In light of the uncertainty over the appropriate estimation technique, we explored the robustness of the results by
analyzing a Tobit and an OLS (or GLS) specification. The
second estimation issue is the presence of heteroscedasticity. We found the assumption of homoscedasticity to be violated, with the logarithm of the error variance being a linear
function of the exogenous variables and the number of respondents to Levin et al.'s (1983, 1987) survey. Unless otherwise noted, the results we report in this section reflect
robust effects that hold across three different estimation
methods, including ordinary least squares (OLS), generalized
least squares (GLS) in which we adjust for heteroscedasticity,
and Tobit, which was used when we included the observations for which R&D expenditures were zero.
We tested our predictions in the context of an empirical
model of business unit R&D intensity in which technological
opportunity, appropriability,and demand conditions are considered as the principal industry-level determinants of firms'
R&D spending. While data constraints do not permit observation of the direct effect of the ease of learning or its determinants on firms' R&D spending, we were able to examine
how these variables condition the influence on R&D of technological opportunity and appropriabilityconditions.

5

Althoughgeology was classed as a basic
science by Levinet al., we classed it as
an appliedscience because of its inductive
methodologyand intensiveuse by firms
in the extractivesector.

Technological opportunity was assessed with variables measuring the "relevance" or "importance" for technological
progress in each line of business of what are considered to
be two critical sources of technological opportunity-the
science base of the industry and extraindustry sources of
knowledge (Cohen and Levin, 1989). These measures are
drawn from Levin et al.'s survey, in which R&D managers indicated on a 7-point Likertscale the relevance of eleven basic
and applied fields of science and the importance of external
sources of knowledge to technological progress in a line of
business. The basic fields of science include biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics, and the applied fields of
science include agriculturalscience, applied math/operations
research, computer science, geology, materials science,

medical science, and metallurgy.5The five extraindustry
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sources of knowledge considered here included equipment
suppliers (EQUIPTECH),materials suppliers (MATERIALTECH),downstream users of the industry's products (USERTECH),government laboratories and agencies (GOVTECH),
and universities (UNIVTECH).We interpreted the measures of
the relevance or importance of each field or knowledge
source to index the relative quantity of knowledge generated
by that field or source that is potentially useful. We then distinguished across the eleven scientific fields and the five extraindustry knowledge source variables on the basis of the
ease of learning associated with each. We suggested above
that one important determinant of the ease of learning is the
degree to which outside knowledge is targeted to a firm's
needs and concerns. One can readily distinguish among both
the eleven fields and the five extraindustry knowledge
sources on that basis. The knowledge associated with the
basic sciences is typically less targeted than that associated
with the applied sciences. We also distinguished among the
extraindustry knowledge sources on the same basis. A priori,
we ranked university labs, government labs, materials suppliers, and equipment suppliers as providing increasingly
more targeted knowledge to firms. We did not rank the relative effect of knowledge originating from users because, as
suggested by von Hippel (1978), users will often provide a
product idea to potential suppliers, but the informativeness of
the "solution concept" is quite variable. Therefore, the targeted quality of the information is variable as well.
To represent intraindustryspillovers of R&D, we employed
measures from Levin et al.'s survey of the effectiveness of
six mechanisms used by firms to capture and protect the
competitive advantages of new processes and new products:
patents to prevent duplication, patents to secure royalty income, secrecy, lead time, moving quickly down the learning
curve, and complementary sales and service efforts. We employed the maximum value of the effectiveness scores attained by these mechanisms as our measure of appropriability
or spillovers, and label this variable APPROPRIABILITY;
a high
level of APPROPRIABILITY
reflects a low level of spillovers.
In our theory, we predicted an interaction effect by which, as
the ease of learning diminishes, or firms become less interdependent, the effect of spillovers on R&D spending should
become more positive (or less negative). In the absence of
any direct measure of the ease of learning, we distinguished
categorically between those industries in which basic science
was more relevant to technical progress than the relatively
more targeted applied sciences and assumed that learning
was generally less difficult in industries that fell into the latter
category. Thus, we created a dummy variable, DUMBAS,
that equals one when the average value of the relevance
scores associated with the basic fields exceeds that associated with the applied fields and that equals zero otherwise.
We specified the dummy variable, DUMAPP, analogously. To
capture the interdependence of firms, we employed measures of industries' competitiveness as represented by each
industry's four-firm concentration ratio (C4) and industry-level
estimates of the price elasticity of demand (PELAS).
To further control for industry demand conditions, we used
industry estimates developed by Levin (1981) of price elas144/ASQ, March 1990
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ticity (PELAS)and income elasticity (INCELAS)and a demand
time-shift parameter (DGROWTH).Finally,we included another control variable that may also reflect technological opportunity, industry maturity. We used a somewhat crude
measure of industry maturity, NEWPLANT,that measures the
percentage of an industry's property, plant, and equipment
installed within the preceding five years.
RESU LTS
Technological opportunity. Our theory suggests that when
the targeted quality of knowledge is less (i.e., learning is more
difficult), an increase in the relevance (i.e., quantity) of knowledge should have a more positive effect on R&D intensity.
Therefore, the coefficient estimates of the variables measuring the relevance of the four basic scientific fields should
exceed those of the variables measuring the relevance of the
seven applied scientific fields. Confirming the prediction,
Table 1 indicates that the estimated coefficients for the applied sciences are, with the exception of computer science,
lower than that for the basic sciences. The similarity of the
estimate of the effect of the relevance of computer science,
an applied science, to those of some of the basic sciences
suggests that the assumption may not be correct that only
one determinant of the ease of learning, the targeted quality
of the field, varies systematically across the fields of applied
and basic science. Another determinant of the ease of
learning postulated above is a field's pace of advance, where
faster pace should require more R&D to permit assimilation,
and the pace of advance in computer science has been relatively rapid over the past two decades.
To further test the prediction that the coefficient values of the
less targeted, basic science field variables would exceed
those of the applied fields, we estimated a specification, otherwise identical to the first, in which we constrained the coefficients of the basic sciences to be the same and the
coefficients of the applied sciences to be the same. This
shows the effect on R&D spending as the overall technological opportunity associated with basic science and applied
science, respectively, change. The constrained coefficient estimates of the effect of the technological opportunity associated with the basic and applied sciences are significantly
different (at the p < .01 level) across all estimation methods,
with the former equal to .189 and the latter equal to -.080 in
the GLS estimation. Therefore, relative to the effect of an increase in the technological opportunity associated with applied science, an increase in that associated with basic
science elicits more R&D.
Our predicted ranking of the coefficient magnitudes associated with the extraindustry sources of knowledge, reflecting
increasingly targeted knowledge from these sources, is
largely confirmed. The coefficient estimate for the importance
of knowledge originating from universities exceeds that for
government labs, which, in turn, is greater than that for materials suppliers, which exceeds that for equipment suppliers.
The difference between coefficient values is statistically significant in the case of government sources versus materials
suppliersfor both the OLSand Tobitresults (p < .01) and in

the case of materialssuppliersversus equipme~ntsuppliersin
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Table1
Analysis of R&DIntensity*

Variable

Intercept
x C4
APPROPRIABILITY
APPROPRIABILITYx PELAS

x DUMAPP
APPROPRIABILITY
x DUMBAS
APPROPRIABILITY
USERTECH
UNIVTECH
GOVTECH
MATERIALTECH

OLS

Regression Coefficient
GLS

Tobit

(N = 1302)

(N = 1302)

(N = 1719)

- 5.184m
(1.522)
.213
(.128)

-2.355
(1.037)
.342
(.103)

- 4.086m
(1.461)
.368w
(.130)

- .200

- .176

- .192

(.106)
.448(.202)
.302
(.208)
.470w
(.104)
.374w
(.131)
.221(.106)
- .258w

(.098)
EQUIPTECH

- .401

(.111)
.314w
(.102)
.289w
(.084)
.184
(.131)
.373w
(.117)

Biology
Chemistry
Math
Physics
AgriculturalScience

-.441w

(.088)
Applied Math/Operations Research

ComputerScience
Geology

MaterialsScience
MedicalScience
Metallurgy
NEWPLANT
PELAS
INCELAS
DGROWTH
R2

-.237

(.091)
.248
(.143)
.174
(.144)
.397w
(.069)
.318w
(.091)
.069
(.079)
- .074

(.103)
.211
(.194)
.094
(.206)
.612w
(.107)
.395s
(.147)
.137
(.107)
- .303w

(.070)

(.100)

- .484w

- .574w

(.077)
.185w
(.071)
.081
(.062)
.151
(.097)
.323w
(.091)
-.273w

(.064)
-.117

(.117)
.276(.114)
.191(.088)
.123
(.143)
.310
(.128)
-..308w

(.099)
-.366-

(.148)
.294
(.124)

(.102)
.116
(.090)

(.152)
.433w
(.122)

- .363w

- .240w

- .365w

(.084)
-.110
(.125)
-.179
(.093)
-.315w
(.077)
.057w
(.008)
.936
(.611)
1.077w
(.170)

(.061)
-.150
(.095)
-.133
(.070)
-. 195w
(.053)
.049w
(.006)
1.0820
(.527)
.587w
(.131)

(.097)
.116
(.118)
- .133
(.103)
-.393w
(.089)
.045w
(.007)
.892
(.573)
1.112w
(.188)

.068

(.090)
.287

- .074

(.053)

.004

(.105)

*p < .05; Up < .01.
* Reproducedfrom Cohenand Levinthal(1989a: 590-591, 569-596). Standarderrorsare in parentheses.

the GLSresults (p < .01). Whilewe had no predictionregardingthe coefficient value for USERTECH,
the consistently
high value of the coefficient estimate may reflect some element of demand conditions.Consistent with this, we have
observed the variableUSERTECH
to be significantlycorrelated with measures of the importanceof productdifferentiation (cf. Cohen and Levinthal,1989a).
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Appropriability.The results largelysupportthe prediction
that the ease of learningconditionsthe effect of knowledge
spillovers.The effect on R&Dintensityof increasingappropriability(i.e., diminishingspillovers)was significantlygreater
(p < .05) in those industriesin which the appliedsciences are
more relevantto innovationthan the basic sciences. This result suggests that the positive absorptionincentiveassociated with spilloversis greater in industriesin which the
difficultyof learningis greater. Second, there is a significant
positive effect (p < .01) of the interactionbetween market
level. As marketconcenconcentrationand the appropriability
trationincreases (indexinga diminutionin competitiveness),
level on R&Dinthe positive effect of a given appropriability
tensity increases, as predicted.Likewise,the effect of the interactionof the price elasticityof demand and the level of
is negative (butonly significantat p < .05 in
appropriability
the GLSestimate), providingadditionalsupportfor the proposition that the positive effect of spilloverswill increase in industries in which firms are less interdependent.The results
suggest that the learningenvironmentaffects the impactof
spilloverson R&Dspending and that the importanceof the
incentive relativeto that
positive absorptive-capacity-building
of the negative appropriability
incentive is conditionedby the
degree of competitorinterdependence.
Whilewe have shown that the learningenvironmentmodifies
the effect of appropriability
conditions,the question remains
whether spillovers may, on balance, actuallyencourage R&D
in some industries.To explore this possibility,we examined
the effect of spilloversin the four two-digitSICcode level industries for which our sample contains enough lines of business to permitseparate industryregressions. These include
SICs 20 (food processing), 28 (chemicals),35 (machinery),
and 36 (electricalequipment).Due to the reductionin the degrees of freedom for industry-levelvariables,we simplified
the estimating equationto consider only the direct effect of
and the science field variableswere
APPROPRIABILITY,
summarizedas the maximumrelevance scores attainedby
the basic and appliedfields, respectively. In SICs 28 and 36,
the effect of the APPROPRIABILITY
variablewas negative
and significantat conventionallevels, implyingthat R&Dintensity rises with spillovers.In the Tobitresults, the sign was
also positive for SICs 28 and 36, but the coefficient estimates were not quite significantat the .05 confidence level.
Thus, in SICs 28 (chemicals)and 36 (electricalequipment),
R&Dintensityrose with spilloverswhen we controlledfor
other industry-levelvariablesconventionallythoughtto drive
R&Dspending, includingtechnologicalopportunityand demand conditions.Althoughthe analyses showing a positive
effect of spilloversin these two industrygroups do not represent a direct test of our model, the results suggest, particularlywhen considered with the interactionresults, that the
positive absorptionincentive associated with spilloversmay
be sufficientlystrong in some cases to more than offset the
incentive.
negative appropriability
ACTIVITY
FORINNOVATIVE
IMPLICATIONS
Drawingon our priorwork (Cohenand Levinthal,1987
1989a), we offer some implicationsof absorptivecapacityfor
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6

Marketsfor information
often failbecause
they inherentlyrepresenta situationof informationasymmetryin whichthe less informedpartycannotproperlyvaluethe
information
he or she wishes to purchase,
andthe more informedparty,actingselfinterestedly,attempts to exploitthat inability(Williamson,1975).

the analysis of other innovativeactivities, includingbasic research, the adoptionand diffusionof innovations,and decisions to participatein cooperative R&Dventures, that follow
from the precedinganalyses.
The observationthat R&Dcreates a capacityto assimilateand
exploit new knowledge providesa readyexplanationof why
some firms may invest in basic research even when the preponderanceof findingsspill out into the publicdomain.Specifically,firms may conduct basic research less for particular
results than to be able to providethemselves with the general
backgroundknowledge that would permitthem to exploit
rapidlyuseful scientific and technologicalknowledge through
their own innovationsor to be able to respond quickly-become a fast second-when competitorscome up with a
majoradvance (see also Rosenberg, 1990). Interms of our
discussion of the cognitive and organizationalaspects of absorptive capacity,we may thinkof basic researchas broadening the firm's knowledge base to create criticaloverlap
with new knowledge and providingit with the deeper understanding that is useful for exploitingnew technicaldevelopments that buildon rapidlyadvancingscience and technology.
This perspective on the role of basic researchoffers a rather
differentview of the determinantsof basic researchthan that
which has dominatedthinkingin this area for the thirtyyears
since Nelson's (1959) seminal article.Nelson hypothesized
that more diversifiedfirms will invest more heavilyin basic
research because, assuming imperfect marketsfor information, they will be better able to exploit its wide-rangingand
unpredictableresults. Nelson thus saw product-marketdiversificationas one of the key determinantsof basic research.6
Emphasizingthe role of basic research in firm learning,our
perspective redirectsattentionfrom what happens to the
knowledge outputs from the innovationprocess to the nature
of the knowledge inputsthemselves. Consideringthat absorptive capacitytends to be specific to a field or knowledge
domain means that the type of knowledge that the firm believes it may have to exploitwill affect the sort of research
the firmconducts. Fromthis vantage point,we would conjecture that as a firm'stechnologicalprogress becomes more
closely tied to advances in basic science (as has been the
case in pharmaceuticals),a firmwill increase its basic research, whatever its degree of product-marketdiversification.
We also suggest, with reference to all firm research, not just
basic research,that as the fields underlyingtechnicaladvance
withinan industrybecome more diverse, we may expect
firms to increase their R&Das they develop absorptivecapacities in each of the relevantfields. Forexample, as automobile manufacturingcomes to draw more heavilyon newer
fields such as microelectronicsand ceramics, we expect that
manufacturerswill expand their basic and appliedresearch
efforts to better evaluate and exploit new findingsin these
areas.
The findingson the role of absorptivecapacityand the ways
in which it may be developed also have implicationsfor the
analysis of the adoptionand diffusionof innovations.Ourperspective implies that the ease of learning,and thus technology adoption,is affected by the degree to which an
innovationis relatedto the pre-existingknowledge base of
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prospective users. Forexample, personalcomputers diffused
more rapidlyat the outset among consumers and firms who
had priorexperience on mainframesor minicomputers.Likewise, software engineeringpracticesseem to be adopted
more readilyby programmerswith previous Pascal rather
than Fortranexperience because the structureof Pascal more
closely reflects some of the underlyingprinciplesof software
engineering(Smithet al., 1989). Ourargumentalso suggests
that an innovationthat is fullyincorporatedin capitalequipment will diffuse more rapidlythan more disembodied innovations that requiresome complementaryexpertise on the
partof potentialusers. This is one of the anticipatedbenefits
of makingcomputers more "user friendly."
The importanceof absorptivecapacityalso helps explain
some recent findingsregardingfirms' cooperativeresearch
ventures. First,Link(1987) has observed that cooperativeresearch ventures are actuallyfound more typicallyin industries
that employ more maturetechnologies ratherthan in industries in which technology is movingahead quickly-as seems
to be suggested by the popularpress. Second, it has been
observed that cooperativeventures that have been initiatedto
pursue basic research, as well as more appliedresearchobjectives, have been subject over the years to increasingpressure to focus on more short-termresearchobjectives
(Moweryand Rosenberg, 1989). The simple notion that it is
importantto consider the costs of assimilatingand exploiting
knowledge from such ventures providesat least a partialexplanationfor these phenomena. Manycooperativeventures
are initiatedin areas in which the cost to access the outputof
the venture is low, or they often gravitatetoward such areas
over time. Conversely,those who are attemptingto encourage cooperative research ventures in quicklyadvancing
fields should recognize that the direct participationin the venture should represent only a portionof the resources that it
will take to benefit from the venture. Participating
firms also
must be preparedto invest internallyin the absorptivecapacitythat will permiteffective exploitationof the venture's
knowledge output.
CONCLUSION
Ourempiricalanalysis of R&Dinvestment suggested that
firms are in fact sensitive to the characteristicsof the learning
environmentin which they operate. Thus, absorptivecapacity
appearsto be partof a firm's decision calculus in allocating
resources for innovativeactivity.Despite these findings,because absorptivecapacityis intangibleand its benefits are indirect, one can have littleconfidence that the appropriate
level, to say nothingof the optimallevel, of investment in absorptivecapacityis reached.Thus,while we have proposeda
model to explainR&Dinvestment, in which R&Dboth generates innovationand facilitateslearning,the development of
this model may ultimatelybe as valuablefor the prescriptive
analysis of organizationalpolicies as its applicationmay be as
a positive model of firmbehavior.
An importantquestion from a prescriptiveperspective is
When is a firm most likelyto underinvestin absorptivecapacityto its own long-rundetriment?Absorptivecapacityis
more likelyto be developed and maintainedas a byproductof
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routineactivitywhen the knowledge domainthat the firm
wishes to exploit is closely relatedto its currentknowledge
base. When, however, a firmwishes to acquireand use
knowledge that is unrelatedto its ongoing activity,then the
firm must dedicate effort exclusivelyto creatingabsorptive
capacity(i.e., absorptivecapacityis not a byproduct).In this
case, absorptivecapacity may not even occur to the firm as
an investment alternative.Even if it does, due to the intangible natureof absorptivecapacity,a firm may be reluctantto
sacrificecurrentoutputas well as gains from specializationto
permitits technicalpersonnelto acquirethe requisitebreadth
of knowledge that would permitabsorptionof knowledge
from new domains. Thus, while the currentdiscussion addresses key features of organizationalstructurethat determine a firm's absorptivecapacityand providesevidence that
investment is responsive to the need to develop this capability,more research is necessary to understandthe decision
processes that determine organizations'investments in absorptive capacity.
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